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Beyond Civilized space, under the rule of Regional 
Governors, Penal labor colonies, and Corporate controlled 
outposts trouble brews.  One such planet is RoTov home to 
120 miners, 240 auxiliary staff of RoTov Industrial, however 
things are about to escalate into full blown rebellion and 
mayhem.  Reynold Sledge keys a microphone button *a 
squelch is heard site wide before he speaks “ The Regional 
Governors won't listen they've ignored our strikes, they have 
taken our votes, and corporate money. It is obvious which one
of those is more important to them, We have given our blood 
sweat, tears, and even the lives of our friends and family. As 
if that wasn't enough pay is cut and terrifs on our world are 
increased, they cannot get blood from a stone! Today we give 
them a pay cut, Today we will dictate our own freedom from 
the stony hands of corruption!

Miners Vibro Axe: A standard tool for a miner except it's 
made of an experimental metal (d8+8, Ignore all armor)

Colonial rifle: Just a standard 7.62x39 30-round magazine, 
semi-auto (1d6+2 damage per round fired per successful hit)

Gyro-jet demolition tool: Used to blast stone and bedrock it 
fires a titanium tip and can be set to explode on a timed 
detonation (d8x4 explosive damage half if it's not a good hit 
but the target is stunned for a turn per hit)



Vortex Wave rifle: Originally designed as a tool for 
dislodging ores from stone through firing condensed vortexes,
how ever to a rebelling miner it can be used as a brutal 
weapon. (d20 roll d6 with damage if that number is odd add 
crippling wounds for ruptured organs, if a crit or decent hit 
can cause death in 2 turns if medical attention isn't sought)

Horizontal beam Cutter: A tool usually used in construction, 
and factory work it's normal purpose was to cut metal, 
through steel beams but now Rebels and criminals use it to 
cur through their enemies. (d20dmg, roll greater than 4 targets
limb, head, or body is seared in half)

Of course you will have to scale the weapons and their 
capabilities to what ever pen and paper game you are playing.
I hope you enjoy! There will be more added to this story as I 
find more time to write. Thank you for reading and 
supporting me.
            

God bless you, Good luck, and thank you so much for 
making this small section of my life so great.
                                                           -ETTemplar


